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PLABTOTG IN DAHOMEY

In i960, when Dahomey aoceded to independence and its nationals were

sent "back home from all sides, at a moment when the country had still not

even had time to establish the structures that are necessary to every

young State, the problem arose of how best to employ, the.extremely meagre

resources available to cover the immense requirements of the nation. Con

fronted by this emergency, it became clearly apparent to the. Dahomean

authorities that it was necessary for them to have at their disposal a

written instrument, to whioh reference could be made, and which would

organize utilization of the country's scarce resources methodioally in

order to obtain the maximum efficiency and the most rapid results in

economic and social development.. Thus, for us in Dahomey planning was

., to a large extent., and still remains, primarily a practical exercise —

I might almost say an elementary system of housekeeping accounts.

At the outset, therefore, empiricism prevailed. And this could be

explained not only by the very difficult situation in which we found our

selves immediately after independence, but also - and this was perhaps

decisive - by the very limited andJ very imperfect knowledge that we had

of the different cpmponent factors of our economy. National accounts

were practically non-existent, and statistical, data were lacking in all

fields.

All these deficiencies left an indelible mark upon our first economio

and social development Plan, and to a large extent we have leami; our

lesson from the mistakes that inevitably followed in its wake and affected

preparation and implementation of the second Plan.

The first Plan

It was in these ciroumstances, then, that immediately after indepen

dence the Dahomean authorities wished to provide the country with a written

instrument designed to foster the ov-etfall development of the economy. In
their view, it had become manifestly necessary to provide potential in

vestors with a reference document in order to avoid haphazard actions.

Consequently, they decided to entrust the task of collecting the informa

tion necessary for preparation of the first economic and social development

Plan to a survey agency, called the Sooie'te Generale d'Etudes et de Plani-

fication.

Our first Plan, which was a Pour-Year Plan, was thus the work of

foreign experts, who constituted a mission. That was its primary defect,

which was to reveal itself later as the" ^fundamental defeot, from whioh

all the other flaws stemmed. It was doubtless necessary, in view of the

slight knowledge thai; we possessed- of our economy, for foreign experts to

participate' in'preparation .of this-.first Plan,. Such experts are better

trained in the handling of statistical data, and they are able to assist

us in making better use of the scarce information that we possess. On
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other hand, however, they are unfamiliar with local conditions and

realities. Co-operation between the experts and national trained staff

would have proved fruitful. Because we were unable to organize this

neoessary co-operation, we ended up with a Plan which is a laboratory

product, doubtless a magnificent showpiece, but scaroely workable in

practice. What is more, once the Plan had been adopted, the foreign

experts, considering their task completed, withdrew, leaving the

responsibility for implementation to the national trained staff. As

the latter had not fully participated in preparation of the Plan, they

were ignorant of its basic hypotheses and were, for that reason, ill-

qualified to undertake its interpretation and implementation.

'Another defect in our first Plan, which follows quite naturally

'from; that already mentioned, may be found in the ambitiousness and un
reality'of its objectives. The growth rate of 6.5 P©*1 cent adopted (to
take what: its authors oalled the low variant) pays no regard to the
genuine potentialities of the economy. As for the growth rate of 7«25

per cent (selected as the high variant), this belonged purely to the
realm of speculative dreams. The target, so it was said," was to achieve

a doubling of per capita income within 20 years.

The fact of wishing to achieve "a leap forward", in the endeavour

to release the country from its state of under-development in the shortest

possible space of time, is doubtless praiseworthy. In order for this to

be, successful, however, it is, necessary that a certain combination of

circumstances should exist, and that sight should not be lost of the faot
that an under-developed country is necessarily limited in its efforts to

achieve development by the very fact of its own under-development. More

over, it may be observed that few industrialized countries maintain the

tempo of such a high growth rate.

It is not that the target is, in itself, inaccessible. If it had

been fulfilled, per capita income would have teen raised to only fr CFA
34,090. This figure is Still low. In the circumstances prevailing in

Dahomey immediately after independence, however, these rates seemed truly

ambitious.

Fulfilment

The 4ifficultie-s--experienced in fulfilment of the first Dahomean

economic and social development Plan have their origins in the method

adopted for.its preparation.

As hds; already' been mentioned, the Dahomean trained staff, who had

riot participated in --preparation of the Plan, showed themselves ill-
qualified to ensure its effective implementation. Neither the Secre
tariat General au Plan, nor the Haut Commissariat jau Plan, had sufficient
authority or adequate resources to translate the forecasts and objective*

of the Plan into reality. 'There must be a basic liaison between planners
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and technicians, which it is absolutely essential to respect, if the

Plan is not to "be reduced to a mere document expressing pious hopes*

Among the problems involved in implementing the Plan (i should say
simply in planning) is that of the-preliminary participation at the

preparatory stage of those holding political and administrative authority

at all levels: nationcJ7 regional or local* As our first Plan overlooked

this essential prerequisite9 we now find ourselves faoed by the paradox

that the very persons who were to participate in implementation of the

Plan, were ignorant of its provisions, • Now, in order to be effeotive.,

planning must ensure that guiding forces and orientations are conveyed

from the apex to the base, on the administrative, technical and political

planes, and also - even more important - that aspirations and require

ments should be conveyed from the local level to the central authority.

In order to achieve this purpose, it would have been necessary to per

fect a method of collecting the information that would enable officials,

at all levels, to report on the stage reached in implementation of the

Plan, and on the requirements that found expression and the difficulties

that arose.

- In these circumstances, what can we consider as being the balance-

sheet of Dahoni^.y'? f?T~:t oc^.onic and social development Plan? In order

to present that balance-sheet, it is enough if we consider, as far as

the general economy is concerned, the gross domestic product, which is

that item of information "best fitted to measure the overall economic

growth of the country", before analysing the main sectors. Now, speak
ing specifically of the gross domestic product, the authors of the second

Dahomean Plan, the Five-Year Plan (1966-I970), note that there was a

reduction of nearly 1 per cent per year in the per capita gross domestic

product between i960 and 1965, When this result is compared with the

planned rate of expansion? it affords a fairly clear idea of the magni- .

tude of the failure experienced with this Plan*

Sectoral analysis brings out even more distinctly the divergencies

between planned targets and fulfilmentsv

I. Agriculture v

This is the basic sector of the Dahomean economy. In this realm, ..

the authors of the Pour—Year Plan had orientated their activities in two .

directions; on the one hand, towards the "cultivation units" (blocs de .
culture) and compulsory co-operativesf and on the other hand, towards

collective agricultural land (champs oollectifs).

The purpose of the "cultivation units" is to regroup a number of . -,.tt

rural properties in satisfactory conditions from the economic point -of.,, .

view, in order to improve their methods of works, plant protection con-.. ;.,

ditions and production techniques. Manpower employed in the "onltiva*- ,.^r

tion units" comprises two groups subject to two legal statutes: those .,.
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rural manpower.

then disappear, and.common units take

me "thods •

Although the system of "cultivation units" has experienced a certain

ssgi^lisi
manifold, and complement each other

the
psychological plane, the farmer vas insufficiently prepared.

=.■3

tions.
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cultivation of their own fields* Thus, sowing was not carried out at the

proper juncture, As a result, the props suffered heavily., And as the

sale of crops harvested, even of poor crops, resulted in no concrete

achievement designed"to disarm the farmers of their distrust, the latter

took the opportunity of political events that occurred in October 1963

to leave the collective lands lying fallow. After this setback, the

experiment appears to "be finally doomeda

II. Industrialization

The industrial sector is negligible, and nothing was really seriously

undertaken within the framework of the first Plan to develop it. As the

general economic situation was such as we have just seen, it was indeed

foreseeable that foreign capital, upon which the industrialization of the

country depends, showed a measure of reluctance*, Gross capital accumula

tion has also been quite negligible.

Thus, only a few small industri&s have been established within the

framework of the Pour-Year Plan. In the public sector, one single achieve

ment may be noted as occurring during this period: that is the oil mill

for palm kernels at Cot,onout The plant, which is capable of grinding

40,000 tons of palm kernels par year, called for an investment of fr CFA

784- million's. and it employs 3.52 persons* As far as the oil mill of Houin

is concerned, although its financing by the EDF was arranged within the

context of the first Plan* it is only during the course of the second

Plan that the work will be implemented^ The investment will be of the

or4e.r of fr CFA 40 million,. It is planned that the permanent staff will

be in* the .region of 40 persons,,

In t"he private sector, a series of small "industries has been set up.

We will here mention only a few of them*

~ Societe Teg:tilg__Xfohorn6enne

The investment was of the order of fr CFA 5,500,000. This company

employs a dozen staff, of whom 10 are Dahomeans. The total of wages

paid,amounts to approximately fr CFA 334*000.

- Societe Aoier ot 'Be/Ion

This company has invested fr CFA 6',l62,978, employs 113 persons of

Dahomean nationality and pays out fr CFA 6,174?5OO annually in wages.

- AG-I? -•■■ ■ -

AGIP, a company of Italian origin, is concerned with handling liquid

fuels*
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- Societe Chimique et Industrielle Africaine

This company has invested fr CFA 2,600,000, It pays out fr GFA .

12,277,000 in wages'to a staff of 53 Dahomeans. It is engaged in

the soap and perfumery industry.

- Societe Dahomeenne de Transistor

This company employs 14 persons and pays out fr CFA 5)540,900 in

wages.

- Societe DAFRI . :

This enterprise is a nail-works, which employs 14 persons and pays

out fr CFA 2,2353OOO in wages each year. Its total investment amounts

to fr CFA 6,417,143.

- Usine Dahomeenne de Prefabrioation

USI-DA-PRE employs 54 persons of Dahomean nationality, and its invest

ment amounts to fr CFA 6,100,000,

There remains a few other project fulfilments of considerably less

importance, "but it is unnecessary to lengthen the list further. The truth

is that very little that was projected under the Plan has been fulfilled.

This observation goes to show that in the under-developed countries, where

industrialization depends to a large extent upon foreign capital, fore

casts within the framework of a development plan are extremely hazardous

Very often, projects provided for under the Plan are not executed, whereas

investment is carried out in fields not envisaged under the Plan.

III. Trade

A document published in December I966 by the Directorate of Statistics

and entitled "Five years of Dahomey1s foreign trade" gives a relatively

precise idea of the situation of our trade balanoe during this period.

"Seen as a whole" states the document, "our trade balance is adverse

with all the monetary areas. The deficit is extremely large vis-a"-vis

the franc zone, and is growing larger from year to year. In 19&5? i*

amounts to fr CFA 3,398,593,000."

Units: fr CFA 1,000

1^61 1£62 1£63 1964 1965

Exports 3,579,004' 2,698,600 3,154,582 3,254,025 3,366,823

Imports 6,275,345 6,626,799 8,249*024 7,762,216 8,490,954

Balance -2,696,341 -3,928,199 -5,094,442 -4,508,191 -5,124,131
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If it is recalled that, despite the adverse balance, between the years

1956 and-i960, the balance of trade showed a coverage ratio of 66 per cent,

the extent to-which this balance has deteriorated during the period of the

first Pour-Year Plan will be appreciated in its full significance. In fact,

during this period the coverage ratios were:

1263. 1261 -

57 ■ 41 38 42 40

What gives rise to anxiety about this situation is the fact that this

permanent deficit in the balance of trade is attributable not to massive

importation of capital goods, but to large-scale imports of ordinary con

sumer goodsj and it may even be noted that, during this period, the pro

portion of capital goods witnessed a decline, decreasing from 35 per oent

to 31 per cent. During the same period of time, there was a fall in the

volume of exports, ;

A study of the documents produced by the Directorate of Statistics

likewise shows an accelerated return to a subsistence economy among the

rural populations. This means that economic dualism, instead of gradually

dwindling, has on the contrary been strengthened*

IV, The sooial and administrative sector ■.

' The authors of the first Dahomean Plan paid little attention, so it

seems, to problems of a social and administrative character.

Under the Four-Year Plan, the total figure for investment projected

in the realm of health amounted to fr CFA 803 million for the country as

a -wnole. Thus, nothing of really major importance was accomplished in

this field during the period of the Plan. Nevertheless, we may note that

in 1963 the 350-bed hospital at Cotonou was completed.

Education, however, was the subject of a major projected reform,

which the authors of the Plan described under the barbarous name of

"ruralization" of education* This refcrm was aimed at encouraging, through

the medium of the co-operative schools, the integration of schools into; the

social environment. The objeotive was to prepare the pupils for their

future tasks as producers, and to slow down the drift from the land.

This project was unfortunately not fulfilled, and initial implementa

tion of the reform is taking place only within the framework of the second

Plan.

Practically speaking, the authors of the initial Plan neglected the

problems of administration. Yet an effective administration is an integral

part of the infrastructure necessary for development, as well as for planning

itself. For it is essential to know, even before planning is undertaken,
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whether the administrative departments are sufficiently competent to

ensure implementation of the Plan* It appears that this question did

not. engage the attention of the authors of the first Plan., It was

necessary to await the second Plan, "before embarking upon a comprehensive

reform, of the Dahomean administration.

As may "be seen, the social and administrative sector was that which

suffered the greatest neglectc This contributed in large measure to the

failure of the first Plan. The"Dahomean authorities drew the proper

conclusions from this failure, and took adequate steps to correct it

within the framework of the second Plan, which we shall now proceed to

consider*

Our second Plan; the' FVro-Yea:? Plan (1966-1970)

The modifications that nay b<? observed in the Five-Year1'Plan (1966-
1970), and which relate "both to its preparation and to its implementation,

reflect the anxiety of its authors to avoid the mistakes which led to the

failure of the first Plc.ru Neodless to .- ■-. the present Dahomean develop

ment Plan has not completely avoided the difficulties which beset prepara

tion of the first Plan* Our statistical knowledge of the Dahomean economy

still remains scanty. The data at our disposal are insufficient, both

quantitatively and qualitatively. We do consider, however, that these

data already constitute a working instrument of appreciable worth, which

only requires to be complemented by periodical surveys and samplings. '

The present Plan, therefore, has nothing in common with its predecessor,

as regards either its preparation or its implementation. The first innova

tion, and also the most important one, consists in the establishment of

commissions. Thus, departmental commissions were set up, which regrouped

the representatives of all the sector's of economic activity at regional

level. 'Within the framework of these commissions, the authors of the

Five-Year Plan proceeded to csi-ry out an evaluation of the requirements

and potentialities of each region, in concert with those holding posi

tions of political and administrative responsibility.

After this preliminary work had toen completed, three further com-

missions were set up as follows!

- The commission on financing, or ways and means. This commission

is given responsibility for draving up an overall inventory of

the possible methods of financing, both domestic and foreign;

- The co-ordinating commission. This commission holds its first

meeting after the commission on ways and means has evaluated

suoh possible methods of financing as exist* Its task is then to

allocate financial packages to the sectoral commissions. Its

responsibility is to accord' to each of the latter a financial' ■

quota, leaving to the commission the. responsibility for uhder-

"'■ taking a proper apportionment in accordance with the priorities

it has specified!
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— The sectoral commissions, being four in number, covers

- Agriculture,

- Infrastructure and industrialization,

- Social affairsj

1 ■ - Public institutions (administrative infrastructure}0

These sectoral commissions meet in order to determine the requirements

of each sector, taking into account the financial packages allotted to them

by the co-ordinating commission.

— At this siiage, the co-ordinating commission holds a second meeting

in order to consider such new financing requirements as have become

apparent during the course of the sectoral commissions* meetings.

It may thus be seen that the second Plan differs radioally from the

first Plan, both as regards the rate of economic growth chosen (4*5 per

cent), and also as regards the method of its preparation, which has made
it possible to mobilize all the dynamic forces of the nation. The partial

results achieved after two years of implementation, which we shall'analyse

Hector 'by sector, prove to us clearly that the whole range of corrective

measures taken will, without any doubt3 bear fruit,

I. THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

(l) Projects whose implementation began in 1966

(a) Kenaf processing plant at Bohicon

This plant, with a production capacity of 5,l6G5QOO sacks and 583 tons

of canvas per year., necessitated an investment of fr CFA 1,000 million. The

plant will employ 342 persons when construction work is completed in 1968,

(b) Cotton ginning mill at Parakou.

This mill will employ 20 persons, and will make it possible to process

12j000 tons of cotton seeds per year. The total investment amounts to fr

CPA 190 million.

(o) Palm oil mill at Houin

' ' This oil mill, with a processing capacity of 30,000 tons of clusters

per year, necessitated an investment of fr CFA 400 million. It will employ

40 persons.
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(2) Projects agreed upon in 1967

(a) Groundnut oil mill at Bohioon

This oil mill will have the capacity to process 30,000 tons of

shelled groundnuts per year, to produce semi-refined oil and soap. Invest

ment wiy. amount to fr CFA 878 million. The management of this oil mill

will "be carried out under the aegis of a State corporation, which is in

process of formation. The oil mill will employ approximately 100 persons.

(b) Clinker-crushing plant at Cotonou

Its production capacity will be 100S000 tons of cement per year. It

will necessitate an investment of fr CFA 252 million, and will employ 35
persons♦

Furthermore, a survey firm has been established to prospect the lime

stone deposits of Toffo in Dahomey and of Aveta in Togo, with a view to

establishing a cement works for the joint use of the two countries.

Certain modifications have been applied to the planned targets of the

Five-Tear Plan. Some planned operations have been advanced in time (the

groundnut oil mill at Bohicon), or modified in their initial structure
(the cement works), while some operations That were not projected under
the Plan have materialized (the kenaf processing plant)„

We have already referred to this problem in our analysis of the first

Plan. Industrialization programmes that are subject to-foreign;, financing
are always hazardous.

II. AGRIOJiaJEE

As far as food crops are concemer".9 the results achieved in I966 and

1967 are, on the whole, very encouraging, and certain targets have even
had to be readjusted upwards. This applies, in particular, to the culti

vation of rice (of the final report cade "by the planning departments on
implementation in 1966).

In the case of industrial crops, the results have been less brilliant

without being catastrophic: a marked decrease in exports during 1966 may

be observed. This decrease is explained by the deficient rainfall as far

as oil palms are concerned. The shortfall of groundnut production in

I966, as compared with the target fixed by the Plan, is attributable to

the fact that it did not prove possible to provide more numerous trained

staff, endowed with adequate resources, in ihe Zou Department, whioh is

the main producer of groundnuts*

In 1966 j the production of tobacco v^e also seriously affected by

inadequate rainfall.
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Prom 1967 onwardsj however5 we have witnessed a certain resurgence

in production* Thus groundnut production has registered an increase of

48 per cent in comparison with the previous marketing year, and that of

mahogany wood has shown an increase of 24 per cent. Shea (karite"),
tobaoco, castor oil, palm oil and palm kernels have also shown appreciable

progress, ... .. ..::_...,.

Generally speaking, therefore, a still slow but distinctly perceptible

improvement may be noted in the overall economy after the first two years

of implementation of the Plan. In several fields, the setbaok to produc

tion in 1966 has been largely overtaken, Thus3 thanks to the provision of

more numerous trained staffing and to increased efforts on the part of

the farmers, increased agricultural production will make it possible

for the rural populations to receive higher incomes* It is fitting to

observe, however, that improvement in the farmers1 inoomes would have

been more clear-cut, if marketing channels had been adequate. Despite

the existence of the Office de commercialisation agrioole du Dahomey (OCAD)
and. of the Socie"te Dahomeenne pour le Developpement de 1*Industrie et le

Commeroe (SOTIAGy7^he~inconies of the farmers are still swallowed up by a
host of middlemen

III. THE SOCIAL USD ADMINISTRATIVE SECTOR ~~"

The. Five-Year Plan (1966-1970) for economic and social development

sets out to allocate the "bulk of foreseeable resources to the development

of production and of the directly productive infrastructure3 and conse

quently to restrict to a minimum investment in the social and administra

tive sectors, where it io considered to generate heavy financial charges

and to become profitable only at some distant date.

In 1*hLO realm of education, this social pause results ins

- Stabilization of expenditure on education, which already amounts

to 23 per cent of the national budgets

■■-■"■': - Maintenance of the present rate of school enrolment until 1970s

- Initiation of few fresh projects*..and maximum utilization of the ■

infrastructure that already exists. .

Strenuous efforts are being made*

- To reduce academic wantage-,"by improving the level of education

through raising the standard of qualifications required in teachers

(with no further recruitment at a level lower than the BE-' , together

with compulsory vocational training). . " .

\j Bcevet ele"mentaire.
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- To bring about educational reform through the medium of "ruraliza-

tibn" of programmes, which should make it possible to prepare for

the integration of pupils into the productive sector, and thus as

a consequence to reduce the drift from the land.

1 The project of ruralization was partially financed by the Fonds

d'Aide et de Cooperation (FAC). Within a short space of time, three

Colleges d'Enseignement Moderne Agricole (CEMAs) will be functioning on
the basis of this financing. UNICEP will contribute additional financing,

and will thus assume responsibility for the transformation of three other

CEGs^ into CEMAs.

UNICEF would also provide assistance tos

- 3 co-operatives schools; and

- 3 groups o£ 10 ruralized primary schools. .

" -' Bringing ~/frhe; numbers completing their seoondary and technical eduoa-

■r: tion ihito "line with the employment opportunities and real require

ments of the country. """'"'.,7'

In the sphere of work ;

Efforts are being directed to rational utilization of the human

resouroes,available.. In this connexion, such efforts are aimed to. reduoe

the numbers of young persons without employment in the towns, and to

enable young country people without financial resouroes to go baok to the ..

land', Numerous initiatives, both public and private, have set out to

provide accelerated training for young agriculturalists and modern farmers .,

(e.g. the scheme of the FAD = Pionniersj the Ministry of Labour scheme:

villages for the unemployed; the scouts scheme| the vocational training

centre for agriculture at Sekoui and the experiment in training young

agriculturalists, at Moka, etc.), . ;

Mention should also be made of the request addressed to the Freedom

from Hunger Campaign for the accelerated training of young agriculturalists

in Dahpmey, witk the aim of establishing five training centres for young

illiterate agriculturalists and forty-five youth clubs, which would con

stitute the further extension of the training centres, within three years.

Finally, in order to avoid lengthy periods of underemployment for

country people, planned actions of human investment were launched, whose

purpose it is to induoe the local communities to participate in the work

of communal importance. This investment through the mobilization of

labour, which is called upon to finance certain forms of public infra

structure, has been estimated at approximately fr CFA 500 million for the

period of the Five-Year Plan.

l/ College d'Bnseignement General.
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The Sub-Directorate of Human Resources in the General Directorate of

Planning, is making a point of following up the planned actions that are

in course of fulfilment, in order to ensure their success, and thus to be

able, if need be, to identify on the basis of these actions those systems

of human investment that are best adapted to the specific conditions pre

vailing in the country.

Although in the private sector the breakdown of jobs, at any specific

date, is not known with sufficient accuracy, in the public administrative

services, on the other hand, the national budget provides information

quantified in figures, which makes it possible to apprehend the situation

of manpower in that sphere with greater precision. In this manner, the

budget has revealed the over-staffing prevalent in the public administra

tion, as well as the excessive proportion of the national budget absorbed

by government officials and subordinate staff, In order to deal with this

situation, the Government decided to base its actions upon the reports of

IDET-SEGOS in appointing the optimum numerical strength of staff that was

necessary to keep the State services functioning* This work should result

in releasing staff deemed to be supernumerary from the general administra

tion, and its redirection to the economic ministries. The re-organization

of certain services, the principle of which has been adopted, should make

it possible to adapt the administrative apparatus to the objectives fixed

by the economic and social development Plan«

Public health

Efforts to achieve full health coverage of the country, in order to

ensure the success of the malaria eradication campaigns have to contend

with financial difficulties, and it would be premature to try and specify

the stage reached and the results already attained. It is vitally nec

essary to reorganize the existing structures, so as to adapt them to

their true vocation0 The objectives which the Plan sets itself to achieve

in this sphere do not overlook the close links that exist between improv

ing the state of health of the population and achieving eoonomio progress,

as well as the fact that between 1966 and 1970 priority must be given to

directly productive investment» This; then, is the justification for the

realistic and restricted investment programme which has been drawn up9

and which we are endeavouring to implement*

(l) The Central Services

It is envisaged that, in 196% a national service to deal with the

major endemic diseases will be installed at Cotonou and provided with

laboratoriess

- Construction and equipment in 1970 of a new central pharmaceutical

.store to supply medicaments at Cotonouo
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(2) Hospital ^er_vi

An attempt is "being made to regionalize the hospital services, -in

order to "bring hospitaly closer to the rural masses, by constructing

secondary hospitals.;

(3) Peripheral services

The programme which the Government is endeavouring to carry out,

consists in:

- Construction of rural dispensaries;

- Construction and modernization of sanitary and hospital units;

- The establishment of a pilot malaria eradication zone; VHO and

UNICEF will participate ±11 this campaign, which will include the

integration of preventive and curative medicine, the provision of

■ '■ mobile medical facilities, sanitary education in relation to the

schools structures; etc-,

- The training oi' staffs in this case, the national school for male
and female im?scu h?.<5 bsen transformed into a medico-social

institute, : .1 order to :T.ake possible the training of midwives,

and later that 01 social workers. ■ "

Finally, the opening of a number of "popular pharmacies" may be

reported.

Generally speaking in this field few additional material resouroee

are necessary to ctbain the objectives laid down by the Plan. What is

really required ic that existing facilities should be better utilized,
and that the activities of tho different agencies should be co-ordinated.

(l) y

Dahomey poetesses:

- A spocialirod ministry;

- A certain <..-.--.-.-'■ o:C urb^n infrastructurej - ■

- A number of you>ig peoplos1 organizations (especially, the scout

movement and sports clubo).

In this conn ex:'0:1« 'Oahcnoy is engaged in improving the existing

cultural and yov.th clubs, sad i?i installing new clubs. Establishment of
the following faciJitisc ia projected: centres for young country people
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in the major villages and secondary urban centres; and work camps for

young people to enable them to participate in development (with these

investments due to be carried out in 1967 and 1968). There are also

plans to establish or adapt sport1s grounds in the principal towns of

Sub-Prefectures, with purchases of the necessary material and equipment

being spread over the entire five-year period ;1966-1970)-

(2) Information and press

Here efforts are mainly centred on installing and equipping the

transmission studio of Cotonou* FUrther planned investment includes

the installation of two 25-kW transmitting stations at Bohicon and

Parakou, to ensure improved quality in the relaying of programmes

transmitted.




